-2Professional plumbers checked your plumbing. Neither you nor the plumbers could see any
evidence of high consumption in or around your residence. A slightly leaky toilet was not repaired
prior to measured consumption returning to normal. In your July 29, 2020, response to Halifax
Water’s filing, you closed with:
•
•
•

In conclusion:
there are no leaks (as confirmed by three plumbers)
I did not leave my taps on for seven weeks and go through half a million litres of water
Leaks do not stop unexpectedly on their own and nothing was repaired or changed in my
house.
My house is still the same as it was before all this happened.
…although I had an implausible meter reading, water could not have possibly come in,
unless it had a place to go out. There is nowhere a half a million litres of water could have
disappeared in seven weeks without me noticing something.
This defies logic and common sense, and therefore, there is nothing that validates this
implausible meter reading.

In its evidence to the Board in this proceeding, Halifax Water presented a case that raised a
different implausibility. Halifax Water said: “Halifax Water meters are positive displacement
meters – water must flow through the meter in order to register consumption….As a positive
displacement mechanical device, the meter is only capable of measuring and registering the water
that goes through it.” Halifax Water said that the AMI meter prevents any human error because
the meter readings are automatically sent over a radio frequency network.
In its IR responses, Halifax Water noted that sometimes water quality and age can cause a meter
to be inaccurate, but in such cases, the meter would under-register, meaning that more water
would flow though the meter than is measured not that the meter would report water that did not
pass through it. Halifax Water said that over-registration, where the meter would show more
water than flowed through it, “will happen only when the pressure exceeds the limits that the meter
is setup for.” Halifax Water went on to note its design specification states residential meters can
withstand a pressure of 150 psi, but its system pressure does not exceed 100 psi to residential
premises. Halifax Water also said over-registration could occur if the wrong sized register was
attached to the meter and noted an experience 15 years ago when it received a batch of faulty
meters built with the wrong parts.
In this case, the meter itself was removed and tested under controlled conditions which
demonstrated the meter was producing accurate readings. The Board notes that you discount
the testing of the meter as proving anything because the meter was tested only after the measured
high consumption had returned to normal.
DISPUTE RESOLUTION DECISION
In his decision, the Dispute Resolution Officer noted that the meter involved was tested and found
to be accurate. He concluded that Halifax Water had followed the approved Regulations and
disallowed your complaint.
FINDINGS
Pursuant to the Public Utilities Act, the Board is responsible for the general supervision of all
public water utilities operating in Nova Scotia. Halifax Water is one such utility. Among other
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